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Lodestone Data Technologies Announces New Handheld Offering
Provides a Low-Cost RFID Option for Cannabis Cultivations
[DENVER, COLORADO, January 2018] Lodestone Data Technologies, developer of the most
sophisticated RFID-based plant tracking and compliance solutions for the commercial cannabis
cultivation market, announced the launch of its new Lodestone Handheld Solution. The Lodestone
Handheld Solution was created to provide a low-cost entry point product for cannabis cultivations of
all sizes, that still maintains Lodestones highly efficient, extremely accurate, individual plant-level
tracking capability. The handheld unit communicates wirelessly with Lodestone Data’s MöGrö
inventory and grow management platform. Combined, Lodestone’s Handheld hardware and MöGrö
cloud-based software provide growers with seamless access to grow inventory data for reliable
regulatory compliance and to optimize growing efficiency.
“The Lodestone Handheld Solution enhances our current state-of-the-art fixed mount RFID tracking
solutions by offering an easy to use, less expensive solution that is perfect for smaller grows, or for
operations that want easy access to our MöGrö inventory and grow management platform,” said Scott
Sirles, Co-Founder and Master Grower.
Steve Mackey, Founder & CEO said, “By creating a handheld solution, we are able to extend our
RFID offerings to smaller organizations where moving to reliable, passive RFID equipment provides a
quick return on investment. We know that RFID delivers tremendous time savings and increased
accuracy for inventory workflow, and now we can provide it at a much lower price point.”

Because RFID is a standards-based technology, the handheld solution works with RFID tags
purchased by cultivations in states that contract with METRC. For states that have deployed other
seed-to-sale compliance systems, Lodestone Data Technologies provides RFID plant tags to extend
their ability to leverage RFID data in those licensed cultivations.
Lodestone is offering special, launch-only pricing on the Lodestone Handheld Solution, combined with
discounted pricing on the first-year license of its MöGrö inventory and grow management platform.
Please contact them at sales@lodestonedata.com for details.
About Lodestone Data Technologies
Founded in 2016, Lodestone Data Technologies provides state-of-the-art and cost-effective RFID
solutions to the commercial cannabis market, where accurate regulatory compliance and optimized
grow management are key to successful cultivation.
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